The list of candidates for degrees, certificates, and diplomas appearing herein is subject to such corrections, with respect to additions, deletions, and changes, as may be necessary. The information as presented is current as of the program printing deadline. Graduates attending the ceremony are presented to the Chancellor alphabetically. The winner of the most prestigious award in each faculty, if attending, is presented first.

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Angekli Attam, Special Education in Educational Psychology, Greece
Jennifer Ellen Bartlett, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Nova Scotia
Erie Elisabeth Buk, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Sturgeon County
Nicole Kristine Day, Secondary Education, British Columbia
Kroly Lorraine Dykhoom, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Fort McMurrary
Bhismi El Hassan, Measurement, Evaluation and Cognition in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Valerie Marie Fisher, Indigenous Peoples Education in Educational Policy Studies, Ontario
Rachel Lynne King, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Reina Saffieh Matar, Secondary Education, Tanzania
Shahid Mehboob, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, British Columbia
Elizabeth Diane Shen, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Spruce Grove
Tracay Collin Stephen, Measurement, Evaluation and Cognition in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Derek Ernest George Tanne, Theoretical, Cultural, and International Studies in Educational Policy Studies, Saskatchewan
Melissa Krystal Tremblay, School and Clinical Child Psychology in Educational Psychology, Spruce Grove
Katherine Heather Jean Vink, School and Clinical Child Psychology in Educational Psychology, Ontario
Xiaodong Yang, Secondary Education, China

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Marcela Isabel Herrera Farfan, Secondary Education, Chile

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Rosanna Emmie Bankold, Indigenous Peoples Education in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Tammy Lynn Berry, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Sherwood Park
Sonakshi Bhandari, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Stefanie Pearl Brissette, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Endria Erin Bretherton, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kyle Craig Burket, Health Sciences Education, Manitoba
Naim Saul Cardinal, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Yvonne Lyne Chemeki, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Jaime Anne Clark, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, St Albert
Newelene Anne Co, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Gabrielle Suzanne Desrochers, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Tessa Antonia Milena Dimick, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Kimberly Rae Edmondson, Secondary Education, Devon
Kelli Kristen Giebelhaus, Secondary Education, Vegreville
Sean David Groten, Secondary Education, Sturgeon County
Mina Halip Haghraram, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Chayse Marie Halline, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, Lamont
Amanda Michelle Hall, Health Sciences Education, Edmonton
Matthew Howard Halton, Social Justice and International Studies in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Michelle Ann Haveron, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Beamont
Brandi Melinda Hoy, Special Education in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Alyssa Dawn Hidayan, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, St Albert
Lindsay Marie Inglish, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Darin Neil Johnson, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Marc Erik Johnson, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Constantine Kastinos, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Veronica Lisa Kube, Counselling Psychology in Educational Psychology, St Albert
Shaun James Laflerty, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Crystal Wanda-Lee Lamerton, Indigenous Peoples Education in Educational Policy Studies, Beaver Lake Cree Nation
Amanpreet Kaur Litt, Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Danielle Rae Mattison, School and Clinical Child Psychology in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Reen Michael Ross McCarthy, Indigenous Peoples Education in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Danielle Erin Elizabeth Nelson, Secondary Education, Fort Saskatchewan
Jana Lee Nelson, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Dany Lynn Nanoposse, Indigenous Peoples Education in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Heather Lee Nguyen, Teaching Language as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Jill Laura Mary Patrick, Educational Studies, Edmonton
Caroline Susan Pratt, Health Sciences Education, Edmonton
Kelly Katherine Proudfit, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Eoin Clan Rennick, Adult, Community and Higher Education in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Lara Jeanne Bugelli, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Jessica Leah Sachs, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Slave Lake
Shauna Oxive Shore, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Jenny Dawn Souther, Health Sciences Education, Edmonton
Breanna Marie Studen, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Sherwood Park
Arnie Helen Sucsy, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Nadine Joy Terpstra, Health Sciences Education, Red Deer
Teresa Marie Joy Warth, Health Sciences Education, Manitoba
Tammy Rielle Wells, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Annette Wentworth, Social Justice and International Studies in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Lane Liane White, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Karina Jade Wiebe, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Paula Wink, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton
Anthony Edward You, Technology in Education in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
Jaime Chyan Yu, Health Sciences Education, Edmonton
Taybeya Zafar, Educational Administration and Leadership in Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton

MASTER OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES

Lara Marie Anderson, Okotoks
Laura Kristine Antilla, Edmonton
Lee-Anne Marie Baldwin, Manitoba
Anna Louise Byunyc, Sherwood Park
Teresa Jean Brodeur, Edmonton

Seth Benjamin Bunnard, Lacombe
Muras Elizabeth Carr-Wiggett, Edmonton
Adam Benjamin Cohen, Calgary
Jennifer Sarah Coupe, British Columbia
Barbara Guts杲er-Bolokai, Skana
Nicolle Fey-Fye-Dier, Edmonton
Kelly Lynn Donaldson, Ontario
Karina Marie Dunn, Edmonton
Ryan Andrew Edmunds, Edmonton
Emma Louise Anne Ferguson, Calgary
Anja Allis Fisher, British Columbia
Sarah Anilie Fay, Edmonton
Jessica Lyn Freeman, Edmonton
Justin Baard Fuer, Manitoba
Laure Michelle Gerlitz, Calgary
Raven Alexandra Germain, Edmonton
Sanja Gidakovic, Ontario
Chantal Gignac, Ontario
Tara Marie Ann Gordon, Edmonton
Toby Anne Grant, Edmonton
Hayley Gladys Green, Ontario
Shelley Anne Marie Clarke-Hanninen, Ontario
Sarah Harvey, Ontario
Christopher Cheng Ho Ro, Edmonton
Holly Catherine Hoffmann, Calgary
Alexander Joseph Hoy, Edmonton
Lisa Marie Olive Hunziger, Edmonton
Mihalia Veronica Kovan, Edmonton
Christine Cara Jacobsen, Edmonton
Jonathan Robert William Javey, Lethbridge
Susan Rae Johnstone, Edmonton
Alliah Simone Krah, Edmonton
Gabrielle Renata Lantantong, Edmonton
Kyla Anne Lee, Ontario
Caitlin Haywood Anne MacRae, British Columbia
Martha Michas, Edmonton
Sarah Elizabeth Milimine, British Columbia
Victoria Giulietta Angela Margante, Ontario
Tara Jennifer O'Toole, Ottawa
Jessica Rose Peck, British Columbia
Tabatha Lynn Plouc, Edmonton
Annie Nicole Pescevich, Calgary
Caitlin Patricia Smith Ratcliffe, Airdrie
Theresa Mary Louise Raw, Edmonton
Mark Robert Ray, Ontario
Carissa Faye Sanderson, Edmonton
Catherine-Melodie Schafer-Simar, Mcllclan
Raven Dawn Christina Smyth, Edmonton
Michaela Marie Stark, Saskatchewan
Een Lee Stenstra, Ontario
Graeme Cameron Tennant, Yukon
Michelle Bienewiecz Terrio, St Albert
Cheryl Anne Trangrier, Edmonton
Innev James Tuininga, Neerlandia

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION

Zaharya Mahboub-Now, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Megan Richelle Abramky, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Matthew Thomas Adam, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Steven Marcus Ansems, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Michael Samuel Airmet, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kadeya Ajani, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Rashed Richard Alame, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Ruegan Mackenzie Aliman, Secondary Education, Red Deer
Jonathan William Allan, Secondary Education, Eskkville
Mackenzie John Allinson, Secondary Education, Calgary
Amanda Chalaine Amiani, Secondary Education, Benalto
Phoebe May Aminti, Secondary Education, Breton
Courtney Marie Andrews, Secondary Education, Medicine Hat
Khizra Anvari, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Trent James Anstis, Secondary Education, Red Deer
Peng Li Argong, Secondary Education, Marcou
Leslie Eveline Arasan, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Marisa Isabel Araujo, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Ashleigh Jordan Armas, Secondary Education, Edmonton

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES
Colleen Samantha Arnold, Secondary Education, Cold Lake
Austin Levi Aske, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Claudia Anne De Almey Babin, Secondary Education, Beaumont
Michelle Shelley Badger, Secondary Education, Bonnyville
Eric James Bai, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Shane Patrick Bar, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Meloy Aedin Bayraktar, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Lucas Adam Becher, Secondary Education, La Crete
Sabanuulah M. Bekele, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Salvatore Andrea Belcastro, Secondary Education, Calgary
Sydney Michelle Belland, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Nicole Berget, Secondary Education, Sturgeon County
James Fred Miller Bennett, Secondary Education, St Albert
Allyn Lynn-Anne Benison, Secondary Education, Montréal
Lina Fern Bethley, Secondary Education, St Albert
Christian Matthias Birchimaj, Secondary Education, British Columbia
Zachary Thomas Bisset, Secondary Education, St Albert
Craig Edward Blackmore, Secondary Education, Fort Saskatchewan
Shaylin Josepha Blacquier, Secondary Education, Taber
Laura-Alexandra Blair, Secondary Education, British Columbia
Brandon Allier Bloomfield, Secondary Education, Calgary
Andrea Rose Bluteau, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Carmen Mac Buccanuso, Secondary Education, Sylvan Lake
Paulina Alexandra Botella, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Courtney Jean Bowlen Henry, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Joseph Timothy Brown, Secondary Education, Spirit River
Renee Brown, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jordan Robert Bunch, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Sanam Rumi Burslem, Secondary Education, Edmonton
El Nicholas Burtanick, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Alexander Campbell, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Hailey Jayne Carlson, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Michael Carlucci, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Thomas Deighan Carton, Secondary Education, Calgary
Christopher David Cartwright, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Christian Giovanni Cermнако, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Aurora Jane Chiu, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Yuen Yung Chan, Secondary Education, Hong Kong SAR
Candace Dorothy Chapman, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jinsoo Cheung, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Michelle Elizabeth Childs, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jo Anna Pui-shan Chu, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Palak Sheena Chugh, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Leslie Alison Clarke, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Nicole Hailey Clarke, Secondary Education, St Albert
Sarah Michelle Cole, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Andrew Michael Colford, Secondary Education, Sylvan Lake
Andrea Diane Collins, Secondary Education, Lloydminster
John Robert Colgauz, Secondary Education, St Albert
Meredith Kathleen Taylor Comba, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Maryan Ellen-Arron Corrigan, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Camille Emelie Coulombe, Secondary Education, Andy Taylor
Kathryn Colwell, Secondary Education, Saskatchewan
Kaitlyn Joyce Coker, Secondary Education, Stony Plain
Felicia Julienne Cucurso, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Derek Joseph Currie, Secondary Education, Grimshaw
Allan Menelik Dagew, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Max Ronald Dannish, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kristen Andraya Dawish, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Mitchell Andrew Dawin, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Danielle Christina Delhoming, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Danielle Leigh Deighton, Secondary Education, Calgary
Samantha Ashley Del Bino, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
Davide Loren Dethramp, Secondary Education, Edmonton
David Mark Di Gianvittorio, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Fallon Ann Dickie, Secondary Education, Edmonton
David Mark Di Gianvittorio, Secondary Education, Calgary
Mark Jacob Den Oudsten, Secondary Education, Lacombe
Danielle Leigh Deighton, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jenna Joanne Eng, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Masakiyo Timmy Enge, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kyle Glenn Erickson, Secondary Education, Grande Prairie
Jamie Liane Fagan, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Nicole Ann Falconer, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Quinn Natalie Elisabeth Falcomar, Secondary Education, Calgary
Kamarys Dimitrina Fantevy, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jayden Christopher Feist, Secondary Education, Calgary
Calmond Roberta Landon, Secondary Education, Saskatchewan
Rachel Kathryn Finnigan, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
Shyla Lynn Fischer, Secondary Education, Leduc
Joseph Patrick Follis, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Dylan William Ford, Secondary Education, Calgary
Ryley Steele Gaudin, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Myman
Luis Fernando Garcia Argueta, Secondary Education, El Salvador
Andrew Phillip Garret, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Catherine Louise Gavet, Secondary Education, Calgary
Robert James Edward Gillard, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Susan Katherine Ginn, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Dorien Poblete Gomez, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Amna Bashini Good, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Erin Lesley Goodine, Secondary Education, St Albert
Danielle Marie Gordon, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kennedy Faith Graham, Secondary Education, Red Deer
Bruce Theron Groeneveld, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Mark Edward Gruchy, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Leah Marie Hackman, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Brody Patrick Hartfield, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Lawrence Charles Stanley Hagan, Secondary Education, Sylvan Lake
Diminie Rice-Harkness, Secondary Education, Fort Kent
Samar Hamnami, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Asha Abdul Khassan, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kimberly Elizabeth Heacock, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
Tanner Kirk Howes, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Matthew Emery Hebert, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Helena Elizabeth Hendrickson, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Karis Lynne Henry, Secondary Education, Barrow
Stephanie May Herrington, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tina Carol Hertz-Kligerow, Secondary Education, Westlock
Pascal Romain Heta, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tyler Richard Karl Hildebrandt, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Elizabeth Limb, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Victoria Elysa Emma Holota, Secondary Education, Lac La Biche
Melanie Angela Horig, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Lindsey Beth Holt, Secondary Education, St Albert
Nikaya Dawn Howe, Secondary Education, Daystar
Ryan Ernest Hyeme, Secondary Education, Leduc County
Julia Holly Hymphrey-Bazarab, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Mark Charles Hultme, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Toni Jung, Secondary Education, Stettler
Brandon Tyson Iwarswky, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Ameer Jaber, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Connor Alan Jamieson, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
Zain Saud, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Shravanthi Rao, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Laura Jiang, Secondary Education, British Columbia
Michelle Venancia Johnson, Secondary Education, Stony Plain
Nicole Leslie Johnson, Secondary Education, Hughenden
Mikela Taylor Johnson, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Muhammad Riyad Jama, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Isaac Gregory Janes, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Paolo Giovanni Orea Juego, Secondary Education, Calgary
Adam Maskneze Kaczanowki, Secondary Education, Brooks
Katelyn Kaiser, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Brodie Christopher Kalmyo, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jill Leah Karpinski, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Mitchell Edward Joseph Kim, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Exchane Fathima Syed Khadija, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Vivian Khan, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Krili Khare, Secondary Education, India
Najeeb Ullah Khawaja, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tanzila Khawaja, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Eric Jace-Young Kim, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Courtney Angela Kriske, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Susan Patricia Krizak, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Heather Louise Kopchis, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Janae Alyn-Kopp, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kersey Jacqueline Kroinski, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Eric Daniel Labonte, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jacob Manuel Lakaparampill, Secondary Education, Red Deer
Allison Elizabeth Lang, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Melinda Rae Lanks, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Amanda Erin LaRocque, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Anna Effenhuys, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jonas Jade Leung, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kaye Janine Drew, Secondary Education, St Albert
Randi Marie Brummitt, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Priyanka Dutt, Secondary Education, Calgary
AVA Suyeya Eggen, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jodi Katharine Ellman, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Cameron Michael William Emerson, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Tristan Michelle Ehrickson, Secondary Education, Cold Lake
Christiane Eliverse Almaro Enfante, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tyler Aylmer, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Anna Eliza Lopka, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Shelby Tina Luongte, Secondary Education, Donnelly
Mar Kayara, Secondary Education, Philippines
Alexandra Marie Larson, Secondary Education, Camrose
Kennedy Ann Larson, Secondary Education, Calgary
Dylan Bernard Leary, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Austin Russell Leak, Secondary Education, Evansburg
Jin King Lee, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Donata Maria Leskow, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Darya Marie Leskow Der, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Kirsten Louise Leslie, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tao Lam Song, Secondary Education, Hong Kong SAR
Cheryl-May Lernihan, Secondary Education, Lethbridge
Joshua Jonathan Liefhebber, Secondary Education, Red Deer
Daniel Kanghi Lim, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Alexandra Kari Littichild, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Brady Robert Larson, Secondary Education, St Albert
Shawna Dawn Loghat, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jill豢re Lucy, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Yu Liu, Secondary Education, China
Jessica Michelle Lusignan, Secondary Education, Grande Prairie
Emily Wayne Lynch, Secondary Education, Fort Vermilion
Daniel MacDonald, Secondary Education, Fort McMurray
René Florence MacDougall, Secondary Education, Buffalo Head Prairie
Samuel Abraham Moses McKay, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Madeleine Elaine Maclaren, Secondary Education, Ponoka
Eric John Albert Mah, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Gregory Alexander Malchuk, Secondary Education, Edmonton
David John Oscar Mancini, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Annette Kaur Mangat, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Alexandra Carmela Maranzanii, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Taylor Rae Marle, Secondary Education, Stettler
John King Thomas Matthews, Secondary Education, Edmonton
John Finlay Maxwell, Secondary Education, Fort McMurray
Eric Doneen McBean, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Scott Michael McCaskell, Secondary Education, Ontario
Connor Michael Mcenery, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Gary Wayne McVor, Secondary Education, Millarville
Mairaad Teresa McLaughlin, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Connie-Lee Veronica McNeice, Secondary Education, Dwayne
Rearb Williams Medieval, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jonathan David Mitchell, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tim Zivanic Mo, Secondary Education, Calgary
Victoria Nicole Molke, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Alexander William Moreta, Secondary Education, Bonnyville
Gabriel Yan Moreno, Secondary Education, British Columbia
Brenda Joy Morceny, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jaime Carese Elizabeth Moris-Peirats, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Adam James Morrow, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Zachariah Donnall, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Fatima Zehra Muhammad Yahia, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jonathan Gregory Mulligan, Secondary Education, Gibbons
Santiago Javier Muniz, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Johannes Ferdinand Mykleby, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Malini Chantille Nakoche, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Harshika Nambiar, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Andrea Kathleen Neff, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
Patrick Mihn Nguyen, Secondary Education, Calgary
Sharon Nham, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Justina Michelle Nielson, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Sasha Lynn Nitschuk, Secondary Education, Red Deer
Austin Cole Nordstrom, Secondary Education, Devon
Madison Paige Nyenhuis, Secondary Education, St Albert
Kristine Alynn O’Driscoll, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Shu Okamoto, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jeslynn Nicole Olifer, Secondary Education, British Columbia
Tamaara Buin O’Neil, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Nathanial Varshney Ondemas, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Frederic Taylor Ottissone, Secondary Education, Calgary
Rebecca Ema Oyeronke, Secondary Education, Lagos
Jasmeet Kaur Padam, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Navdeep Kaur Pander, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Alicia Sophia Reiko Page, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Celine Annee Agapito Parahal, Secondary Education, Philippines
Daniel Jared Pearse, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Najeeb Ullah Khawaja, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Jesse-Ann LeAnn Pendergraft, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Alexia Taylor Jean Place, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Tennese Joy Prins, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Emilia Joyce Prins, Secondary Education, Edmonton
Joanne Marie Proulx, Secondary Education, Edmonton
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA OF THE FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

CAROL DAWN ALLAN, Educational Policy Studies, Edmonton

DIPLOMA OF THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION

CHRISTINA DAWN BROWN, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Grande Prairie
NEGIN GHODSI, Teaching English as a Second Language in Educational Psychology, Edmonton
HEATHER DANIELLE LORINCZY, Career and Technology Studies: Recreation in Secondary Education, Lloydminster

ON-CAMPUS PROGRAM

EMMA ALISON DROHAN, Sherwood Park
ELE ALBERTO MONGAIA, Edmonton
LIAM ROGER, Sherwood Park
JESSICA MARY WILITZIK, Edmonton
RUSSELL THOMAS YOUNG, Edmonton

CAYLI ANNE PHILEAN RAKKEN, Secondary Education, Lacombe
CHEHARA LAKSHMR NATHRAJU MADUSYARLAJAG, Secondary Education, Edmonton
JAMIE WILLIAM RAUCH, Secondary Education, Edmonton
ADAM DAVID REINER, Secondary Education, Edmonton
MASON DAILL RITCHIE, Secondary Education, Grande Prairie
ALAN RIVAS, Secondary Education, Edmonton
ASHLEY ROYK, Secondary Education, Edmonton
DANIEL RIZMERS, Secondary Education, Becancor
MIRANDA ANN RONDEA, Secondary Education, Crossfield
TAYLOR JACQUELINE RYAN, Secondary Education, Edmonton
STEPHANIE SHUKRY SAKIBAK, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KELLY SAM, Secondary Education, Elk Point
DAYN STEVEN SCABER, Secondary Education, St Albert
MATHWEE JOHN SCHROEDER, Secondary Education, Westlock
JARED MATHWEE SCHUBERT, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KARLY LO-ANNE SCOTT, Secondary Education, Edmonton
ZHARAHINAM AMIR SCULLEY, Secondary Education, Edmonton
LAURA MARGARET SEGO, Secondary Education, Calgary
ELAINE SUZANNE SEBEL, Secondary Education, Edmonton
NOAH DAVID NORI SHANKOWSKI, Secondary Education, St Paul
SUMAYA NUR SHARIF, Secondary Education, Edmonton
HAYA SHAWAR, Secondary Education, Edmonton
SHAMIA SHEIKH, Secondary Education, Edmonton
SAMANTHA GREE SHEPLAWEY, Secondary Education, Edmonton
JORDAN ALEXANDER SIFELIDEM, Secondary Education, Edmonton
RIDBY MICHELINE SIMMONOU, Secondary Education, Guy
RAMESH SINGH, Secondary Education, Edmonton
LARYSAA DAWN SKEARQUAD, Secondary Education, Edmonton
CURTIS DANIEL SLAVK, Secondary Education, Killam
ANNKA MARIE-JENNIE SMITH, Secondary Education, Athabasca
BRADLEY MICHAEL SMITH, Secondary Education, Red Deer
JENNA SHERRAV SMITH, Secondary Education, Edmonton
MYLES JAMES SMITH, Secondary Education, Red Deer
ASHLEY NICOL SMOLLEY, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
KARA ANNE SNOLLE, Secondary Education, Grande Prairie
CLARK MITCHELL SPENCER, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KRISTINA ANITA STAGG, Secondary Education, Peace River
ELIZABETH ARLENE STANTON, Secondary Education, Strathmore
ESTHER ELIZABETH STEEVES, Secondary Education, New Brunswick
TRISTAN DAIN STEINKE, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KYLIE DOUGLAS STEPHANSON, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KYLIE ANN STOKSTED, Secondary Education, Edmonton
MITCHELL JAMES STEWART, Secondary Education, Ontario
SUZAN ANGAI STRONACH, Secondary Education, Lac La Biche
ROBERT LYALL STRONG, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KIMBERLY DAWN HALEN STUDENT, Secondary Education, Sessmun
ANDREW JAMES SUTHERLAND, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
SARAH TAKLA, Secondary Education, Edmonton
AARON JAMES THACKER, Secondary Education, Edmonton
JANETTE THAI, Secondary Education, Edmonton
COURTNEY THAN, Secondary Education, Sherwood Park
CAMRON JAMES THES, Secondary Education, Viking
JAMES MACDONALD THEBAUDEAU, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KATIE LYNN THOMPSON, Secondary Education, Edmonton
KEELY ELIZABETH THOMPSON, Secondary Education, British Columbia
DELANIE KRISTA TELEDOWN, Secondary Education, Tofield
LINH TRU TRAN, Secondary Education, Edmonton
ELISABETH ROSE TURNER, Secondary Education, Edmonton
NEIL ARTHUR TURNER, Secondary Education, Grande Prairie
CORISSA ASTRID SUMARICHTO, Secondary Education, St Albert
CAMILLE VICTORIA UNDERWOOD, Secondary Education, Calgary
LINDSAY BRETT UTTENBERG, Secondary Education, Alberta
MICHAEL ANTHONY VALANCE, Secondary Education, Edmonton
JADINE MARIE VAN LEEN, Secondary Education, Edmonton
ADRIAN BRENT VAN LOO, Secondary Education, Edmonton
MARCO AURELIO VIDAL, Secondary Education, Edmonton
SYDNEY SHANNON WAGNER, Secondary Education, Calgary
KARLIE JUNE WALKERCHEK, Secondary Education, Ponoka
JOSHUA ALEXANDER WALLACE, Secondary Education, Edson
KEEGAN ELIA WATCH, Secondary Education, Edmonton
ISAAC DAVIDSON WARD, Secondary Education, Edmonton
JONATHAN FRANK WATERS, Secondary Education, Edmonton
VANCE ROBERT WEE, Secondary Education, Leduc
SCOTT EVAN WENDELL, Secondary Education, Medicine Hat
KAKEN PAGAE WILJAMS, Secondary Education, Leduc
MICHAEL JAMES WHISPOLE, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
JOYMEMOSE SODA WILKINS, Secondary Education, Edmonton
CHARLENE BEVERLY WRIGHT, Secondary Education, British Columbia
GARET MATHEW WILCHUCK, Secondary Education, Edmonton
LAURAH ELIZABETH WILD, Secondary Education, Spruce Grove
ZACH ROBERT WILLIK, Secondary Education, St Albert
LISA JEAN HELENA WILKINSON, Secondary Education, Ponoka
RACHEL LESLIE WILLIS, Secondary Education, Camrose
AIMEE KARLSSON WILSON, Secondary Education, Chestermere
RYAN JOHN WILSON, Secondary Education, Beaumont

AUSTRALIA

NOAH DAVID NICOL SHANKOWSKI, Secondary Education, St Paul

EDMONTON